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Bocanse wo admitted insight to be a fact, we were

confronted with a problem of objectivity. Because we were

not content to affirm that the fact of insight is merely

compatible with objectivity, we have been engaged in show-

ing that our analysis of knowledge implies a method of

metaphysics and grounds a deduction of the six metaphysical

elements of proportionate being. It remains that the de-

duced elements give rise to a series of questions, and it

will serve both to test the method and to reveal its poTer,

if those questions are given answers. Accordingly, the

present chanter deals 1) with the notion of distinction

and its different kinds, 2) with the notion of relation

and the basic problems it generates, 3) with the nature of

the metaphysical elements, their reality, their relation

to the elemnts of a logic or grammar, and their technical

significance L-1 4,enified knowledge, 4) with the notion of

unity as applied to the universe of proportionate being,

to a single concrete being, and to the human compound of

matter and spirit, and 5) with the concept of metaphysics

as a rigorous department of knowledge.
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Though the foregoing issues commonly are treated

in manuals of metaphysics, one is not to infer to an iden-
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tity of scope and aim. Our purpose is not to write a treatise
ys

on metaph14.cs but to reveal in concrete fashion the existence

and the power of a method. If the method is both vaid and

powerful, the treatise will follow in due curse. It re-

mains that the treatise is a future event amdmt a present

fact, that the present fact is an exploration of method,

and that the future event will follow, not as a conclusion

deduced by an electronic computer, but as a product of

intellivaace ad raasonableness.

1,	 Distinctions. 

LA general, any P and Q are distinct, if it is

true that P is not Q. However, this proposition is inter-

preted differently in accord with different views on reality,

knowledge, and objectivity. On the position, ImovaAge of

the distinction between P and Q is constitut ed by tile nega-

tive comparative judgment. On the counter-position, the nega-

tive comparative judgment merely expresses previously

acquired knowledge nf the distinction. On the position, the

real is being and, as being is known by affirmative judg-

ments, so distinctions in being are known by negative judg-

ments. On the counter-position, th,- real has to be blown

before	 can make a judgment; it is .known by an ocular or

a fictitiols intell,ectual look; and so distinctions are

known throualthe occurrence of different acts of locking

that cannot be referred to the same object. We contend, of

course, that the coenter-position is to be rejected, It is
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true that prior to judgment there are other components in

knowle: hut it is not true that tho componeftts of know-

ledge prior to juLl ilient are complete as knov,1 .ge; before

one deaies that P is Q, one must luve evidence for denying;

but having the evidence is one thing; grasping its suffic-

iency is Ernother; and assenting to the denial is a third.

Only in the act of judcment itself does one posit the

absolute; only ta positing the) absolute does on,ild,mor being,

Bovever, when it is true that P is not Q, it

may or may not be true that P is real z..nd it ma y or may not

be true that Q is recd. Hence, dictinctions may be divided

into notional, problematic, real, mJ mixed,

A distinction is notioAal, if it is true that

1) P is not Q, 2) P is merely an object of thoucht, and

3) Q is merely aa obj:ict of thought. For example, a centaur

Is not a u1corn.

A distinction is problematic, if it is true

that 1) P is nat., CO 2) either P or Q or both have not been

explained definitively, and 3) there is the possibility

that, when definitive explanation is reached, then P or Q

or both may turn out to be mere objects of thought, or else

P and Q may prove to refer to thQ same reality.

A distinction is real, if it is true that

1) P is not Q, 2) P is real, and 3) Q is real.

A cUstinction is mixed, if it is true that

1) P is not Q„ 2) one of P and Q is real, and 3) the other

is merely notional.

Real distinctions are divided into major and

minor; aftl major real distinctions are sub;!5livided into                                    
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numerical, specific, and generic. Minor real distinctions

are betr:een the elements or constituents of proportionate

being, that is„ bet7een central aril conjugate potency,

form, arid i.ct. Major real distinctions ar.? between things,

which mey peitLin to different genera or to different

species o1 Li same genus or, finally, may be different

individu.als of the same species.

Again, real distinctions are divided into

adequate and inadequate. There is an adequate real dis-

tinction betien Peter and Paul, between Peter/ s right hand

and his left hand; but there is an inadequate real distinc-

tion between Peter and his hands,

In conclusion, it may be noted that the Scotist

formal distinction on the side of tho object 1) presupposes

the counter-position on objectivity and 2) finds its strong-

est arguriemt in the field of trinitarian theory, God the

Father is supposed to inteit himself as both God and Father;

the object as prior to the intuition cannot exhibit both

aspects as coroletely identical, ror otherwise the Son co- ld

not be Gol without also being Father. The fundamental ansAver

is, El x falso seouitur ouodlibet; and the supposition of the

intuitio-zi rests on a mistaken cognitional theory. The his-

tory of this Scotist distinction has been investigated by

B. Jansen, Beitrage zur geschic htlichen Entwicklung der

Distinctio formalis, Zeit. L kath. The,12,70, 53 (1929)
0

317-44, 517-44.
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2.	 Relation 

In any pair or correlatives one may distinguish

between a relation, 11, its base, Po its term, Q, thq,Aappostbe

relation, RI theAep-pas-it.-e base, Q, and tneAtsp-rti-fri-te term,?.

Thus, if the relation, father, has Abraham as its bLse and

Isaac as its term, thel,si4--t)e-si-t-e releiono son, has Isaac as

A0131401-814e1 base and. Urahal as„,oppos-it-e term.

As distincticenso so relations may be notional,

problematic, real, or rni3ced. They are notional if they are

merely sunoosed, merely- objects of thought. They are problem-

atic if their affirmation_ occurs in a description or in a

provisional ay-,lanationi, They are real if their affirmation.

would survive in a definitive explanatory accolint of this

universe, They are mixed if one correlative is real and the

other notional.

The foregoing division has a ground and a con-

sequent.. Its ground lies in our view that metarohysics re-

gards proportionate being as explained. Its conseTlent is

the probLam of determining which relations survive in a

definitive explanation and so pertain, to a metaphysical

account of reality.

To meet this problem, it is necessary to dis-

tinguish in concrete relations between two components,

namely, a primaiy relativity and other secondary determina-

tions. Thus, if it is true that the size of A is just twice

the size of	 t2n the paimary relativity is a proportion

and the seconiary deterrair:ations are the numerical ratio,

twice, EL Tr the two observable sizes. Novi "Size" is a des-
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criptive netioa that may be defined as an aspect of things

standing iu certain relations to our senses, and so it

vanishes from an explanatory account of reality, Again, the

numerical ratio, twice, specifies the proportion between

I and B, but it does so only at a given time under given

conditions; moreover, this ratio. may change, and the change

vial occur in accord with probabilities; but while probabili-

ties will explain why objects like A and 13 every so often

ha-ve sizes in the ratio of two to one, they mill not explain

vh3r A and B are in fact in that relation here an no-wl and

so the numerical ratio, twice, is a non-systematic element

in the relation. However, if we ask what a proportion is,

we necessarily introduce the abstract notion of quantity

and 'we make the discovery that quantities and proportions

are terms and relations such that the terms fix the rela-

tions ani the relations fix the terms. For the notion of

quantity is 6ot to be confused with a sensitive or.tmagina-

tieve apprehension of.a size; a quantity is anything that

can serve as a term in a numerical ratio; and inversely, a

proportion, in the present context, is a numerically de-

firable ratio between quantities.

The point, then, to our distinction between

the primary relativity of a relation and its secondary

determinetions is that it separates the systematic and the

non-systematic,' If A and B are things of determinate kinds,

then they must be quantitative; and if they are quantitative,

there must be some proportion between their quantities. 'But

just what that proportion will be at any given time, will

depend on the manifold of factors that form the non-system-

0
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atic pattern of a diverging series of conditions, and so

there is within the limits of human science no ultimate

and fully determinate explanation of thy A happens to be

just trice B at a given moment.

rhere is a further point to our distinction.

As it sepbrates the systematic awl the non—sistomatic,

so also it separ:ites the relative from its absolute determina-

tions. All t,hat is relative in the notion, twice, is also

found in the notion, proportion; the difference between theft

is that ”tricer is a proportion specified by some pair of

quantities such as one and troy or two and four, etc,; and

such pairs of quantities, simply as pairs of quantities,

prescind from the relations of one to the other.

In this fashion we are brought to cnnceiving

relations as involving two components: one component con-

tains all the relativity of the relation, and it is necess-

ary and pemanent inasmuch as it is inseparable from its

base in a thing of a determinate kind; the other component,

however, is contingent; it is subject to variation in accord

with the successive schedules of probabilities in world

process; but these variations change, not the primary com-

ponent, hut only the secondary determinations; they modify

not the relative but the absolute.

Noreover, this analysis possesses a remark-

able generality, For we have found it possible to conceive

the universe of proportionate being in terns of central and

conjugate potencies, forms, L,,nd acts. But conjurate forms

are defined implicitly by their explanatory and moirically

verified relations to one another. Still, such relations

• ••	 n 	 `,	 •	 • .• n 	 n
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are general laws; they 	 in any number of instances:

they admit application to the concrete only through the

addition of further determinations, and such further de-

terminetions pertain to a non-systematic manifold. There

is, then, a primary relativity that is contained in the

general law; it iF insoparable from its base in the con-

jugate form vletch implicitly it defines; and to reach the

concrete rfalation that holds at a given place and time, it

is not enot4;11 to th!ek about the general law; one has to

add further determinations that are contingent from the

very fact that they have to be obtained from a non-system-

atic manifold.

What holds for the relations of scientific

explanation, also holds for the relations of metaphysical

explanation. As conjugate forms are defined by their rela-

tions to one another, so central forma are unitiee differ-

entiated by their conjugate forms; and eentr111 end con-

jugate potency and act stand to central and conjugate forms,

as experience and judgment stand to understanding. The

'whole structure is relational: one cannot conceive the

terms without the relations nor the relations rithout the

terms. Both terms an relations constitute a basic frame- AA'

vrork to be filLA out, first, by the ailvance of the sciences

and, seco ly, by full information on concrete situations.

Moreover, as we have argued metaphysics to be immune from

revolutionary change, that framecork in its fundamental

lines lets us know now tlyi types of relations that would

survive in a definitive explanatory account of this universe,

Accordingly, our first problem seems solved.

_

0
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Because we enc:.eived metaphysics as the implementation. ci.f

integral heuristic structure, we had to affirm that it

regarded pronortionate being as explained and so we had also

to affirm that real relations are relations that wo1d. s

be affirmed in a definitive explanatory account of thi s

universe, By distinguishing in concrete relations betvreell

their primary relativity and their seconflary determinati. ons,

it was possible to loca.te the relative component of tile

concrete relation entirely within the list of metanhysicz1

elements, Scientific laws and systems are successive a-pozox-

'nations to the relations between conjub*ato forms. Scientific

probabilities are approximations to the relations betvreesi

forms and acts of existence and occurrence. Finally he

emergent proccs5es investigated by genetic and dialectical

method co .tai.n ti.o relations of successive levels or eon.—

jugate forms and the sequences of relations between &Laos-

lye stages in the development of conjugate forms,

Moreover, there follows a clarification. al

the problem of internal and externa.A. relations. Iielatioas

are said to he internal when the concept of the relation

is intrinsic to the concept or its base; they are exterhal

when the base remains essentially the same whether c:•r no-t

the relation accrues to it, Thus if nmas..su is cant:aired

as a quantity of mHtte:. and matter is conceived as what-

ever satisfiefi the Kantian scheme of providing a filling

for the empty form of time, then thl law of inverse scrua2es

Is external to the notion of mass, On the other hanci, if

masses are conceived as implicitly defined by their rela-tions
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to one another ani the law of inverse squares is the most

fundamental ol7 those relations, then the law is an internal

relation, for the denial of the law would invnive a chanee

in the concept of mass.

Nov at first sight it would seem that on

a defieitive explanatory account of the universe, all

relations woeld have to be internal. For an explanatory

account proceeds froln iesight; it consists basically of

terms and relations with the terms fixing the relations

and the relatons fixtng the terms; and clearly such rela-

tions are internal to the terms. But while this is true of

the systems to be reached by classical method, it is not

the whole truth. Because classical systems are abstracts

because they can be applied to the concrete only by appeal-

ing to a noe-systematic manifold of further determinations,

there also are statistical eethod and statistical laws. It

follows that clas:, ical method reveals the primary rela-

tivity without the secondary determinations of concrete

relations, that it provides an abstract relational field,

say, for the positions and momenta of masses, but it leaves

to observation and, in Mae general case, to probabilities

the determination of Imply many masses with vhat momenta are

at rhat positions. Again, it is true that statistical laws

can be turned to explmaatory account when they are coupled

with large numbers Or with long periods of time; but this

explanation does not pin down particulars. It makes it

intelligible that things like A and B every so often should

be fend in the ratio at two to one; but it leaves as mere

empirical fact the determination that here and now A and B

7-
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are in the given ratio. Finelly,because that determination

is mere empiricel fact, A and B remain subject to the same

classical laws whether they are found in the ratio of two

to one or in the ratio of three to one.

Accordingly, while we must grant that the

shift from description to explanation involves a shift from

external to internal relations, still, we also contend that

the internal relations constitute no more than the compon-

ent of primary relativity and, since in concrete relations

there is ale° a component of contingent secondary determina—

tions, external relations al:in survive in a defluitive ex-

planatory account of our universe.

This issue has an older and slightly

different form. Aristotle had advanced that change did not

occur primarily in the category of relation, and Aquinas

undertook to resolve the consequent paradox that, when a

change in the size of Q makes it equal to P„ then 1) no

reality accrues to P and yet 2) P becomes the subject of

a real relation of equality to Q. Apparently these two

propositions are contradictory, but there is no doubt that
dgeeee

Aquinas affirmed both. Nor did he 	 reason, P can acquire

a real relation of equality without acquiring any new real-

ity, because all along P has posPessed the reality of the

real relation so that the change in Q merely provided it

with its external term. See In V Pliers., lecte 3,4P 7,8,

ed. Leon,, II, 237.

However, if one is to agree vith Aquinas

on tha matter, one has to push his analysis further than

he lid himself. That is the reality of the real relation
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that is l'oimd in P before Q is changed to an equal size?

If it is absolute, thea the real relation of P to Q is the

nothing that comes to P v,hen Q is charat;ed, If it is relative,

then what is its term? Such considerations have led the

commentators to deny one of the propositioas that Aquinas

undertook to reconcile and then to invent distinctions to

reconcile their explanation with the text they were explain-

ing, But the present analysis leads us to the opposite pro-

cedure of pushing Aquinas' thought further on the line he has

chosen. The reality of the Peal relation is in P prior to

the chani4e in Q; that reality is relative; it is the primary

relativity inseparable from quantity; it involves everything

quantitative in some relation of proportion to everything

else that is quantitative; but it does not determine just
Or

what is the proportion between P and Q,,,,and RdorP and Bp etc.,

To settle just what the proportion is in any cases one has

to appeal to th,...• secondary determinations, such as the size

of P and tlia size of Q; and because the seconiary determina-

tions are found not only in P but also in go because varia-

tions in P and Q are not functionally related, the determin-

ate proportion of P to Q can change without any chance in P.

In other word, concrete relations such as

equality mid similarity lie in the field of descriptive

knowledge, Their metahysical analysis supposes their trans-

ference to the explanatory field. Through such transference

it appears that such relations are not simple entities but

composite, They involve a component of primary relativity

and a component of secondary determinations. The primary

relativity is inseparable from its base and for that reason
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all change is change in the base and only incidentally and

consequently change in the relativity. The secondary de—

terminations are cmIstitutive neither of ,ite relation nor

of its reality as relation but simply of the differentia-

tion of concrete relations; and because that differentiation

depends, not on the base alone but on the base and term

together, it can wry without variation in the base.

Ther:.) remains a final question. Is the

reality of a veal relation distinct from the reality of

its base? It is one thing to conceive the abnolute: it is

Another to conceive the relative; bat is there one reality

grounding both concepts, or are there two really distinct

realities? To handle this question expeditiously, let us

contrast counter-positions vith the position.

On the basic colnter-position, there is simply

no meaning to talk about real relations. The real is a

subdivision of the "already -out there now". That is simply

given. All relations arise only through the activities of
A

our understanding. Therefore, no relations are "already

out there now and so none are real.

Besides th,e foregoing eonnter—position, there

is its transoosition. Besides the looking that is perforated

with the eyes, tnere is also a seiritual looAng. It looks

at the content of acts of conceiving, thinking, supposing,

defining, considering. Such contents are or can be real.

But it is one thing to take a spiritual look at an absolute

content and it is quite another to take a spiritual look

at a relative content. The two are irreducible, Therefore,

the reality of the aIsolute base and the reality of the
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relation must be two really distinct entities,

On the position, the real is being; it Is whatever

is to be grasped intelligeatly and affirmed reasonably. Now

within the limits of proportionate being, whatever is grasp-

ed intelligently is never a term without relations or a rela-

tion without terms. To express an insight one needs several

terms anl relaions with the terms fixing the relations and

the relations fixing the terms To suppose that there are

any terms without relations or any relations without terms

Is to suppose an oversight. Descriptive terms are no excep-

tion, for they express things as related to us. Metaphysical

terms are no exception, for they come at least in pairs, such

as substance and accident, matter and form, potency and act,

essence and existence. On scientific terms we have been

sufficiently abundant already. But what cannot be affirmed,

cannot be, Rat cannot be conceived, cannot be affirmed. But

there is no intelliaent conception of terms apart from rela-

tions or relations apart from terms, and so there is no

poseibility of their being apart.

It will be said that 11 and Q can be inseparable

and yet be really distinct. But such inseparability would

seem to be merely physical. The inseparability in question

is not merely physical. It is essential. The basic terms

of the sciences and the six elements of metaphysics are de-

fined by their respective relations to one another, To

distinguish between the defining relation and the defined

term can be no more than a notional operation; and even then

It cannot be carried through, for it one prescinds from the

0
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defilninE relation, one no longer is thinkinv of the term

as defined but of some other term that is mistakenly sup-

posed to be absolute. Finall, while there are relations

other than such defininc: relations, still they are not

adequately Jistinet froi them; for these other relations

are cmcrete; their primary relativity cou3ists in the

deftaiw relations; and their secondary determinations are

neither relations nor the reality of relations but the con-

tingent concrete differentiations of the primary relativi-

ties.

However, while we raintain that the reality of

proportionate being is embraced in its entirety by central

and conjugate Potencies, forms, and acts, so that there is

no further really- distinct element named relation, it is to

be borne in mind that we are envisaing proportionate being

as explained. From a descriptive viewpoint, Aristotle's ten

catfories retain their obviouz validity and, ammag them,

the category of relation Inaintzins its distinct place.
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3.	 The Meanim of tile Metaphysical Elements

	3.1	 What are the metaphysical elements?

If considerable space has been devoted to the

notion and method of metaphysics and to the drivatior of

the metaphysical elements, it is still possible to be

puzzled and to ac jufA, what, after all, ara central and

conjugate potency, form, and act. In general, one may

answer that they are the as yet unspecified UpV, VI, and

XIY, Z, that are to be specified if proportionate being

is to be explained, Again, one may say that they are ele-

ments in the articulation of the integral heuristic struc-

ture of proportionate being. In all probability, however,

more is desired thwi such a reiteration of cm already

familiar theme and se, since the direct answer does not

satisfy, various indirect answers must be tried.

First, then, it will not be out of place to re-

call the conditions of th:) legitimacy of the question, That

Is it? One can put the qu,estion with regard to data, and

the awwer will be to name a thing or property; one can

repeat tha question about the thing or the property and

learn that th h -ing is a unity differentiated by certain

properties an]. that the properties are defined by their

relations to one another; ore can raise the question once

more about the process of explaini:v data and of defining

things and properties, and the answer will tall what know-

ing is either in concrete instances or in its general

structure; finally, one can make the discovery that this

structure governs not only the knowing but also the known,
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and then one can ask what the structure is under the

latter aspect. So re arrive at the question, 'that are

the metaphysical elements? Clearly, the answer has to bo

that the elements do not possess any essence, any What is

it”? of their own. On the contrary, thy express the struc-

ture in which one k.nows what proportionate being is; they

outline the mould in which an unclerstanding of proportion-

ate leiv necessarily will flow; they arise from umder-

standirg Unlit.stanling and tnoy regard proportionate being,

not as understood, but only as to be understood.

There follows an tnportant corollarl. If one

wants to know just that forms are, the proper pliocelure

is to give up metaphysies an l turn to the sciences; for

forms 'become k.lovn inasnuch as the sciences app=taate

towards their ideal of complete explanation; and there is

no met;lod, apart from scientific method, by which me can

reach such explanation. limovcr, besides the specialized

.acts of undurstanding in which paoticular typos of ftrms

are grasped in their actial intelligibIlitys Caere also

exist the more general acts of understanding ta which one

grasps the relations between experience, understanding,

and jadgment„ and the isomorphism of these activitias with

the mstitunts of what is to be known. If the metaphysic-

ian mast 1(N2ve to the physicist the understailling or physics

and to	 chemist the understaoding of chemistry,hte has

the task of working out for the physicist and chemist, for

the biologist and the psychologist, the dynamic structure

that initiates and controls their respective taquiries and,
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no less, the general characteristics of the goal towards

vhich they head.

In other words, the task of ex-olaining propor-

tiowto being leads to a division of labor. Different do-

mains of data fall to different departuents of science,

and from any given lepartnent one is to expect explanation

only of thQ ,1Lta of its field. But ariong thJ data WV those

that aric.1 from +.;L: scientific process itself, from the

fact of inquiry, from th: division of tne undertaking, from

the procedures employed, from the re:-.ults obtained. Uuct

consequent data also admit explwvition„ an:1 tho explanatinn

regards not only investigations and their procedures but

also the content of their results. It is or this second

level that the cognitional theorist and meta .hysician over-

ate, and the content of their results is th.:, eeneral struc-

ture of the contents of other results,

The existence of this division of labor mans

that, while further questons must always be mot, still

they are not always to be met within a given field of in-

quiry. Because the netbphysician can assign the general

characteristics of proportionOm being au explained, it does

not follow that he can give detailed ansters. On the con-

trary, ho mubt 1-,fer westions of detail to particular de—

partmants: a:14 he fails to grasp the limitations of his ovm

silbject if, iu his hope to meet issues fully, he offers to

explain just rhat various forms are. Inversely, scientists

In their s'ovQ-al fields can give detailed ansrers to appo-

priate questonsI but their competence in their own field



is conjoined vith a failure to grasp its limitations if

they attempt to ataer the further questions that regard

other particular fields or the universe as a

3.2	 Cointr_lonal or Ontolodcal ElqInentst

Secondly, it may be asked vnetber the metaphysical

elements constitute an extrinsic or an intrinsic structure

of proportionate tru7. Are they merely the structure in

which proportionate boing is kn.n? Or are they the struc-

ture imnanent I	 h reality of proportionate being? To

put the issue in Its traditi-Dnal form, are tt'p?. metaphysical

.elent s notionally di_stiact or really ii3tinct?

The question has to do with tft) relation between

knowing and reality. For central and cin,jugate potency,

form, or at ham been defineil. heuristically in. terms of

cognitional lets; if there wore more or feer basic types

of cogn:Ittional acts, there w-ould be aor: or fewer meta-

physical elements- So, as far as their definitions go, the

diffe-ences of the trietaphysical elements aPti differences in

the process of 1;nowi_nr. and,unless farther evidence is forth-

coming, they are not differences in th  being to be known.

Still, one r,ay (expect th,e further evicte,nce to be available,

for the sirnnlest reason vihy •ur knowing has its peculiar

structure would bc that p:roportionite 1)eing has a parallel

structure.

A first point, then, is that intelligibility

is not extrinsic but intrinsic to being, By intelligibili-

ty is Meant what In to be known by unc7.erstunding. By the
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intrinsic intelligibility of being is meant that being is

precisel.y what is so known or, in negative terms, that being

is neither beyond the intelligible nor apart from it nor

different from it.

;ity: if by being ono Imams the objective of the

pure der to know, the goal of intelligent inquiry and

critical reflection, the object of intellivent grasp and

reasonable affirmation, then one must affirm the intrinsic

intelligibility of being. For one defines being by its

intelligibility; one claims that being is precisely what Is

knoym by understanding correctly; one denies that being is

anything apart from the intelligible or beyond it or differ—

ent from it, for one's definition implies that being is

known completely when there are no f:Arther questions to be

answered.

Further clarification will result from con—

trast. One might claim that the real is a sub,1017ision in

the "already out there nowt' or, if 0.110 pleases, in the

"already in here now". On ;h I; view, intelligent inquiry

and critical rc!flction, however useful or praiseTorthy

they may bu, nece!;sarily are extrinsic to knovAng reality,

for extroversion or Introversion of consciousness is prior

to asking questions and independent of ansrs to questions.

Accordirwly, by deserting the position of being and revert-

ing to the counter-position, one can form a notion of the

real to 'Much intelligibility is extrinsic. Moreover, since

such desertion and reversion can tako place inadvertently

by a mere shift in the vttern of one's experience, it cam
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happen ev:ily enouch that the intrinsic intelliribility

of being will seem a puzzling or a preposterous view. Jut

once all this is admitted, it tec:oLes still clez:rer that,

if tho, co,mter-position is rfy,i(1.ctf:d In rrdnciple, then in

principle 1:irar rnu:A b3 irtrThiciJ.y int11igib1e and, if

in fact on.e	 in ".7,1	 NAterr... of xpo,rierice)

then in fact this intrinric i.ntel1gibtflty shels its ob-

scurity.

lior2.1)ver, a fuTther cliffic:Aty can arise. After

all, as intelligence, so intelligibility is intrinsic to

human cognitional activity. Since by thnt activity being is

to be known, it follows that intulligitllity will be intrin-

sic to being as known. !forever, the knovting is extrinsic to

the being, for the itnov.in,f, is on thinc rJr1..4 the being another.

Therefore., what is intrinsic to beinL as ki-11-1,n, may be ex-

trinsic to being, itself, to being as beinc.

Nov if by being one means an /already out there

now", it is quite possible to FiTgi...te that kno'ng la extrin-

sic to being. Again, once on has posited an appropriate

set of julF7.7)nts, one again can clOm thlt knowing is ex-

trinsic to certain beings; for warIple, one 71.1l judge that

there is 	Ing, thnt there is a knov.7n, and that the

knowing is not the known; clearly, wh3r1 the 'knowing is not

the known, it is extrinsic to the 	 llowever, this dis-

tinction betvoen !knowing and known	 within being, and it

presupposes ti ntrinsic intelligii;ility of being; for

without that intrinsic intelligibility, Our intelligent

activities would give us knowledge of tile intelligible but

-
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not of being, and thr_.". di stinction between knowini; and known

would be a distinction within. the field of the intelligible

but not a distinction or two beincs.

Our first point, then, though it has its

complexities, at 1,iast cuts deeply, It affirms the intrin-

sic intelligibility of being, and it identifies this

affirmation with the aft irrnation of th.: possibility or

knowledge.

Our second point is that intelligibility ist

not all of' a phne, but of different kinds, There is the

intelligibility thzit is 3,1!("Nvn inasmuch as one is under-

standing; it is th,D formal intelligibility that is the

content of the insight arid the dominant element in the con-

sequent set of concepts. Bt our understanding results front

inquiry, and as inqutry presunposes something into which

we inquire, so our understanding presupposes some presenta-

tion of what is to be understood, such presentat,ions are

in some sense intelligible; as mLiterials for inquiry, they

are what is to be understood; and -when inquiry reaches its

term, they become understood,	 this intelligibility

of the presentations is not formal but potential; it is

not tilt: intelligibility of thf7? idea, of what is .grasped

inasmuch as one is understanding; it is the intelligibility

of the mat,:wials irt thicii the idea is emergent, which the

idea unifils ai relates. Finally, besides fonnal and

potential intelligibility., there is a third type. It is

what is known inameh as one grasps thc., virtually uncc:sn

ditioned; it is the intelligibility of the factual. While
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the potentially intelligible is Tibet can be understood ,

and tilt) formally intelligible iz -hat nay or nay not la,

th actuvlly ntoUi1blt t rest,ricted t, what ;II fact is.

No,.,1 as intelligibility is in!r:nsic to being,

so also tho differences of intelligibility are intrinsic to

being. In, particAlar, 1-,)ropor lomte being is what is to be

known by experi	 aryl reasonable

affirmation. It is not vault is .knnwn by experien.-!e 83.oney

for such knov,ing falls short of irman knoving. It is not

what is ic.nown by experi‘lnce and unde..stanilng without lurig-

merit for	 thont	 tb.cr::)	 kno..,Ing but merely

guess-work , he:- can there be julgmcat Nidtilout .prior uwler-

standintg•	 ,u.Liors:_nacling without r')xperience. Th,-) pro-

portinmte obj,.-ct of human knowing not only is In

 intelliriblo but also is necessorfly a compound of

three dis tinct typ:Is of intollfr:ibility.

It follows that potency,. form, aril act

not morel-y assign tn.? s true to To in; vbich boing is known

but .4.1.hA the structure immammt in tile very re.,tlity of

being. For thteliiiblUty ix intrinsic to thk.t realitr,

and the 1:ntrins1c intelligibility is of thro.1 tl1ff#7.1rmit

kinds, Nor	 these tile only differontiations immanent

in beilig, For' tlir,7)

e'rtjur: b.? forms a	 of difforQnt Kinds; control forms are

def1ner..1 differently from conjugate forms and they differ

from one nother by the diffe:f'ent corijugutes. they unite;

anA pot rI and acts share tho. definitions of th:.3 forms

'with th1c Li.y coastitute unities. For every difference
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in intelligibility there is a difference intrinsic to

the reality of known proportionate being.

So to are swung back to our account of real

distinctions. P and Q are really distinct if it is true

that P is, Q is, and P is not Q. Then P is a thing and Q

is a thing, the real distinction is major. Whea P and Q

are metaphysical elements of a thing, the real distinction

is minor. 'When P is a thing and Q is ene of its metaphysic-

al elements, the real distinction is inadequate,

Finally, we may mote the correctness of our

expectatien . Why does our knmeleige begin with presentatims,

mount to ingeiry, undoestanding, and formuletion, to end

with critical reflection and judgment? It is because the

proportionate object of our knotiag Is constituted by com-

bining different tyees of intelligibility. In so far as

that object is only potentially intelligible, it is to be

knomn by mere eeperience; in so far as it is foTmally in-

telligible it is to be know imumuch as we are understand-

ing ; in so far as it is actually intelligible, it is to be

knomn inasmuch as we posit the virtually uncenditioned "Yes,

Again, experience is of things as potentially intrelligible,

but through experience alone we do not know what the things

are. Understanding is of things as formally intelligible,

but through understanding we do not know thetheT things are

what we uaderstaed them to be. Tudrment is of things as

actually intelligible but through judgment alone 140 would

net kqow o-ith,3r the nature nor the merely empirlmal differ-

ences of Vhat wo affirm to be.
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3.3 	he Nature of Mptaohysjca]. Eauivalence

We hzive been endeavoriw, *-,o clarify from differ-

eat viewpoints Le meaning of the metaphysical elements.

First, we consilered the question, What are central and

comjugate potency, form, and act. Secondly, we asked whe-

ther they were merely the structure ia which being is

known or also th.J structure in which being is. As a third

topic we may ask about the relations between the meta-

physical elements on the one hand, and, on the other, the

objects of true Propositians.

In the first place, then, there is a Feneral

comnujty of reference. The object of the true pronosition

is being, for being is what is known by intellii;mt grasp

and reasonable affirmation: ani as we have just seen, the

metaphysical elenents are components intrinsic to being.

In the second place, true propositions may be

analyzed. Grammarians distinguish nouns and verbs, adject-

ives ani arbs, etc, i Logicians distinguiAt subject,

copula, and predicate, terms and relations. In both cases,

the analysis is based on a consideration of the end-pro-

ducts of cognitional process, of the definitions formed

conception, of th affirmations and negations uttered

by- reflection. On the other hand, metalhysical analysis

has a quite different basis. It takes its stand, not on

the end-nroducts, but on the dynamic structure of cogni-

tional process. For it, the significant division has noth-

ing to do with nouns and verbs, subjects and predicates,
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or even terms i1 relations.: it caacentrates on the merely

empirical N)Aflue from which all understanlinc vrill abstract,

on the content of the act of understanding itself, on the

virtually unconditioned grasped in the act that grounds and

leads to judgment.

Thirdly, since metaphysical elements and true

propositions both refer to being, thre must be some corres-

pondence bet7.een them. On the other hanl, since metaphysical

analysis has a quite different basis from grammatical or

logical analysis, one must not expect any one-to-one corres-

pondence between metalhysical elements and grammatical or

logical elements.

Fourthly, while th foregoing onclesion seems

too manifest to be worth mentioning, once one conceives

precisely the natu7e and method of metaphysics, still until

such exact coliv)ption is realled, metaphysic:: is apt to lan-

guish in morass of pseudo-problons that have no basis apart

from a confusiln of the metarihysical with the logical and

grammatical. .iiccordingly, even though ivr? do not attempt to

offer an exhaustive list of preceptspit may be worth while

to set down at least a few obvious rules.

l) The concepts an] names of the metaphysical

elements are general: m potency" caa denote any instance of

potency. Still this generality does not involve Onem in

abstractness, for there is nothing to a thing apart from its

potencies, forms, an. acts. The ground of this generality

without abstractness is that the metaphysical elements are

defined heuristically: the definition of form does not refer

ci 0	
0
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immediAely to reality, is does the definition of an or of

hydrogen; its inmediate reference is to a type of cognitional

activity lang or:7 th,towil the ocurrience, vilich is usually

hypotheticl, of such activity does it refni to being;

finally, since tag envisaged hypothetical activity is to

be full and complete, necessarily it 'will pertain to know-

ledge of the concrete.

Accordingly, -while "potency", Ilforie, and "act"

are general concepts ani names, their reference is exclus-

ively to concrete potencies, forms, and acts, On the other

hand, true propositions may be abstract in their mining;

and then to assign their metaphysical equival,Int, they have

to be transposed into concreto propositions. Such trans-

position may be easy or difft'ult but, in so far as it is

folnd difficult, there also will be found thiit some measure

of 1norance is taking cover under th, abstract expression.

It is not th metaphysician's business to rmove that ig-

norance. H. 	 his function by assirning the equivalent

metaphyr,ical olents corresponding to true propositions

whose concrete nicraning is known.

This first principle may be named the rule of

concreteness and its aplication yields a solt2tinn to the

problem of individuation. For, in th first place, since

potencies, forms, an/1 acts are all concrete, they are all

Individual, loll so there is no problem or their indivilua-

ticyn. Secondly, since the problem rloos not regard the in-

dividuality of the mtaphysical elements, it has toregard

the individuality of beings as referred to In graumatical or

logical propositions, Thirdly, the problem ,loos not regard
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any kini. of inlividuality but solely tho individuality

tlu.t condr.:ts in Llerely empirical difference. Thus, con-

sider tl..2o points, A and 13, ary9 ask rIv they ar,e different.

One will appeal, perhaps, to the distLnce botTeon them.

Construct, then, an equilateral triangle, ABC, and ask why

the distances, A-13, LiC, CA, differ from one another. It is

not because ti-ley- are unequal, for they are equal. tror can

one say that it is because of their different positions,

for then one veal be explaining tile difference of the dis-

tances by the difference of the points and vice versa the

difference of the points by tine difference Ce f	 distances.

The only solution is to anse:er from the start that the

points, A and B, differ from ono a.nother not intelligibly

but materially, not for an intrinsically assignable reason

but as a pure matter of fac t. Cuclx is tho incanine or merely

empirical. :liff,irence. It is tlee object of the problem or

individuatl on . V-ihy is this pea different from that, this

Ford from that? in though_ the two peas or the two Fords

might not be sirnilar in eekery respect, still they could be

absolutely alike and yet different. Such difference would

not be grounded in any assignable reason, in anything to

be known by a direct act of and.erstatiding. It is grounded

in what is to be known merely empirically. En othor words,

its metaphysical ground is potertcy. Just as the affirmation

of th,:) existence of a thing is Erreunded in central act,

just as the affirnation of its unity is grounded in central

form, just as the affirmation of its mass is grounded in a
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Conjugate form, just as the affirmation of its momentum is

grounded in a coljugate act, so the affirmation of its mere-

ly empirical individuality is grounded In potency.

2.) Again, the metaphysical elemnts are defined

through tu anticipation of explanatory knowledge. They re-

gard tninEs, uot as relL:ted to uss not as rel.'. ted to our

senses, not as represented in our imacinations, but as under-

stood in their relations to one another. Now true proposi-

tions may be merely descriptive; to assign their metaphysical

equivalents, they must be transposed into an explanatory form;

and until that transposition is effected, formally or vir-

tually, it is useless to attempt to assign the metaphysical

grounds of their truth, Accordingly, besides the rule of

concreteness) there also is a rule of explanatory formula-

tion.

It is a rule of extreme importances for the fai-

lure to observe it results in the substitution of a pseudo-

metaphysical myth-making for scientific inquiry. One takes

the decriptive conception of sensible contents and, with-

out any- ffort to understand thm, one asks for their meta-

physical epivalents, One by-passes the scientific theory

of color or sound) for after all it is merely a theory ands

at best, probable; one insists on the evidence of red, greens

and blue, of sharp and flat; and one leaps to a set of ob-

jective forms vithout realizing that the meaning of form is

what will be known when the informed object is understood.

Such blind leaping is inimical not only to

science but also to philosophy. The scientific effort to

understand is blocked by a pretence that one understands

.....n111111/1.1.1•••••••••••••,...%	
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already and, indeed, in the deep, metaphysical fashion, Dut

philosophy suffers far more, for tho absence of at least

a virtual transposition from tha descriptive to tie exp/ana-

tory commonly is accompanied by counter-positions on reality,

knoWledge, and objectivity. Whm one is endeavoring to ex-

plain, on Is orientated te the universe of being; one is

setting up distinctions within being; one Gs relating dis-

tinct 'beings to one another; and one is relegating all the

merely descriptive elements in knomledge to particular in-

stances of tho ease that arises when some being with senses

and imagination is related through his senses and imagina-

tion to other beings. But while explanatory knoTledge in-

cludes descriptive, descriptive knowledge is a part that

is prone to fall under the illusion of being the whole, It

is a fact that explanatory knoWledge is an unattained ideaa

and that the explanations we have reached are commonly 'mere

opinions. It is also a fact that metaphysics takes its

stand on the present existence and functioning of the dynam-

ic structure of explanatory knowledge, But the first fact

is far no.e accessible than the second. There arises a

demand for a metaphysics that in grounded, not in the im-

palpable potentiality of explanation, but in the manifest

truth of description. The correct ground of metaphysics

is rejected and instead there is erected a pseudo-meta-

physics whose elements stand in a happy, if ultimately in-

coherent, conjunction with sensitive presentations and

imaginative representations. Then the real is the "already

out there nave, knowing it is taking a good look, wad
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objectivity begins from the obviousness of extroversion to

end in the despair of solipsism.

3) evenAten true propositions have been trans-

posed into a clueret and virtually explanatory formulations

there remain structural differences between logical and meta-

Physical mnalysis.rmie propositions contain affirmations

and negations about subjects. Their metaphysical equivalents

are positions, distinctions, and relations in the universe

of being, If it is true that A ie similar to Bo then "simil-

arity to B" is predicated truly of the subject, A, But it

does not follow that msililarity to B" is some one of the

metaphysical components constitutive of A. For B is not

a constitutive component of A yet, without B$ there is no

similarity of A to 154, The rule of structural trensposition

requires a transition from the logical subjects A, to two

beings, A and B. The predicate, similarity, has its meta-

physical ground in the fact that the difference between tke.

at least one constitutive component of A and one constitut-

. ive com7onent of B 13 merely empirical.

The foregoing point mi0It have been made in

a different manner, for the metaphysical equivalent of a

true proposp.on is also the metaphysical equivalent for all

the necessary implicwtions of the true proposition. Since

A cannot be similar to B without B being similar to A$ one

and the same metaphysical equivalent has to provide the

ground for both propositions,

Those familiar with traditional metaphysics

will recall in this connection the distinctions between

intrinsic and extrinsic denomination and between formal

0
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cause and formal effect. Intrinsic and extrinsic denomina-

tion is a difference in propositions, Denomination or

predication is intrimsic to a subject, P$ when the meta-

physical equivalent of the name or -predicate is a con-

stituent of the being, P. On the otter hand, denomination

is extrinsic to a subject, Ps when the metaphysical equi-

valent of the name or predicate is not a constituent or not

entirely a constituent of the being, P. Again, the relatiom

between formal cause and formal effect is a less general

case of the relation we have named metaphysical equivalence,

The fo.rmal cause le-3 the metaphysical equivalent in the par-

ticular case Vim% that equivalent is a form, The formal

effects are the range of objects of true propositions

grounded by the formal cause. Formal affects are primary

or secondary, absolute or conditioned, intrindc,or extrin-

sic, according as the true propositions grounded by the

formal cause are premisies or conclusions, necessary or

conditioned conclusions, conclusi.oas about the constituted

subject or a Jout other subjects, Ulu, if Cocrates nhas ae-
human ceeeral foem (formal cause), he will be a man (prim-

ary formal ef:ect), be capable of understanding (necessary-,

secondary, intrinsic formal effect), occasionally under-

stand (conditioned, secondary, intrinsic formal effect),

have a father (extrinsic formal effect).
0
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3.4	 The Significance of Metaohysical Eouivalence

The significance of metaphysical euivalence is

twofold, On the one hand, it provides a critical technique

for the precise control of meaning. On the other hand, it is

an implemmt for the development of metaphyAcs.

nfean what you say, and say what you meant', is an

excellent precept. Obviously, it has to be observed if human

communicatton is to be successful on any but superficial

levels. Yet it is a common experience that, as th basic

issues in any field are approached, it becomes increasingly

difficult to pin down exactly what others or, for that matter,

what one onmself means. Nor can that fact be surprising to

the reader familiar with the distinction between different

patterns of human experience, the alternative positions

and counter-positions in Which may be expressed what one

discovers or learns, and the protean character of the notion

of being that turns out to mean whti.tover is to be grasped

intelligently and affirmed reasonably.

Now just as the study of human experiences of

the philosophies, of the notion of being, enables one to

grasp in a general fashion the range of the possibilities

of meanings so the use of meta)hysical equivalence as a

technique enables those that possess such a grasp of possi-

bilities to assign with precision which of possible mean-

ings is their actual meaning. Discussion of this universe

is discussion of proportionate being. Proportionate being

is one or rimy, if it is true that there are a P, a Qs an Rs..

and P is or is not Q$ P is or is not Rs Q is or is not Rs.,..



Any single being is existent by its central act, one by its

central fort, 1ndividus-1 by its central potency, different-

iated from othei bins and related to then by its conjugate

potencies, forms, an acts, There are generic differences

inasmuch as conjugate forms emerge on successive higher levels

and there am specific differences inasmth.th as different uni-

ties are diffiJi.entiated by different sets of conjugates, The

objects of tho sgveral sciences are not an unrelated set of

indefinable s, such as energy, Life, consciousness, intelli-

gence, but a systematically related set of differences in the

total object of human inquiry, tior is this basic unity, this

systematic differentiation, to be sought at the price of

•pre4judging scientific issues. It is to be had by recogniz-

ing that scientists already are committed to inquiring in-

telligently and reflecting reasonably, that that commitment

has implications, that the iraphicatious ruie coincident with

the suppositions of scientific method in its classical,

statistical, ;i.,»-ietic„ and dialectical forms, that it is

through that coincidence that metaphysics contains virtually

and structurally what the sciences are to discover formally

and in detail. ritoreover, "that is at issue, is net merely the

luxury o' unt fi 1 science, of distinct an autonomous

sciences dealing with a common object in. rellited yet dis-

tinct ind ailtollmous fields, There also is at issue the

liberation of the sciences from tha thirligig of philoso-

phic dialectic; for the clanter-positions, in 'which philoso-

phy is involved through the polynorphisa of human conscious-

ness, automatically spread to the field of scientific thought

when) Indeed, they do not originate. as Cartesian dualism
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in Galileo ani Kantian criticism in Newtons from scientific

failure to reach ma ailequate account of its assumptions and

presuppositions, Finally, vTlile cont,mporary scientific

interest In logic constitutes a recognition of this need,

it is not a sufficimat remedy for the infection. For logic

is static, but science 13 dynamic, Logic will bring to light

the eternal presuppositions and the eternal implications

of an absolutely precise account of any position. But the

scientist neve posscsses an absolTtely precise account of

his p.fesnt posiiont for his position is system on the

move, It lacreses in precision inasmuch as it keeps moving

from one logical position to another. Its real presupposi-

tions are not a set of propositions but the dynamic struc-

ture of the human mind, and its need of liberation arises,

not from incautiously formulated sentences, but from the

polymorphism of human consciousness.

Metaphysical equivalence possesses a special

significance in the huthan sciences. For man is the being

in wham the highest level of integration is, not a static

system, nor sate dynamic system, but a variable manifold of

dynamic systems, For the successive systems thzA express the

dorelopment of human understamling are systems that regard

the universe of boin[; in all its departments. To that

deve2o1wJnt thu tainan organism and the human pSychle have

to find appropriate adaptations. In consequence of that

development, the range of human sills an techniques, of

economies and polities, of sciences and philosophies, of

cultures and religions is diversified. Only the broadest

possible set of concepts can provide the initial basis and                                    
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tbe field of differences that will be adequate to dealing

with a variable set of moving systems that regard the uni-

verse of being, Only s critical cetaphysics that envisages

at once positions and counter-positions can hope to present

successfully the complex alternatives that arise In the

pursuit of the human sciences in which both the men wader

inquiry and the men that are inquiring may or may not be

involved in the ever possible and ever varied aberrations

of polymorphic consciousness.

Finally, there is the inverse aspect of

metaphysical equivalence, If the sciences of nature and of

man can derive from metaphysics as a technique a cornmon yet

systematically and critically differentiated object, so in-

versely, metaphysics derives from the sciences the content •

and enrichment that actual activity brings to a dynamic

structure. In human knowledge metaphysics is the initially

latent structure that comes to light only through develop-

malts in particular fields, It becomes the explicitly

transformInz	 unifying stpucture that possesses a content

in so far as it has materials to transforml and unify, In

theory, it is possible for metaphysics to rest solely on

the known structure of the hoiniani mind. la practice, it is

rmcessary for the metaphysician over to bear in mind that

scientific views are subject to revision. But neither the

theoretical possibility nor the practical restraint add up

to the conclusion that the metaphysician does well to lose

contact with the sciences; for that loss of contact not only

zneans that metaphysics ceases to play its integrating role

in the unity of the hunan mind but also exposes the meta-
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physician to	 z!ver recurrent dancer of discoursing on

quiddities wititout stispectim.-: thL	 means that

is to be _known through scientific unl,;r-standing. Accord-

ingly, just as t-I-Ica scientist hus to raise ;:ltimate ques-

tions and. seek their answers f.rora a netaphysics, so the

metaphysician has to raise proxinaatc question.s and. seek

their ansrers from scientists, In. either case, the tool

to be employed is metaphysical equiNalence 1Lich assigns

to true propositions their grounds in the constituents

of proportionate being and the-,by reveals both what

exactly the propositions mean awl  w1it the constituents

are.

Yff
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The unity of proportionate b,eing raises three

questions, for there is the general question of tne unity'

of this universe, there is the particular questLon of

the unity of any concrete being with its reaniMd of meta -

physical elements grounding its manifold of yrelicates,

and there is the special question of the unity in an in

wham both materiality and its opposite seem combpimed.

4.1	 The Unity of the Proportionate Uafrerse

The unity of the universe of proportiomate being

is threfold: potential, foTmal, and actual. rts. actual

unity is an immanent intelligible orders whi th 	have

found reason to identify with a generalized emergent pro-

batility. Its formal unity is constituted by its success-

ive levels of conjugate forms which set up successive)

intelligible fields. Its potential unity is grounded in

conjugate prime potency, in the merely empiricaL conjunc-

tions and successions that constitute the inexhaustible
fkx

manifold of the merely coincidentalAPeT SUCCOSSLVO levels

of forms and schemes 	 brim under the batelLirible con-

trol of system. Thus, the merely coincidaatal becomes

space-time through the interurelations of gravitation and

electro-magnetic theory. This displaces the coincidental

to the level of physical events, where it is overcome by

the higher 7intties of the chemical elements arid their

affinities. Th,ir follows its displacement to tIle level of
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chemical processes where it is overcome by the higher sys-

tem of the cell and by the ontogenetic and phylogmnotic

sequences of the organism in which each stage is either

adapting to environment or circumventing it. On the psy-

chic level, intermrelations are transformed into the

developing conjugates governing increasing perceptiveness

and ever more nuanced aggressive and affective resnonses,

Finally, on the level of intelligence mints relations to

the universe are settled by his grasp of the relations or

the universe arjlrlis rational choice of his relation to

the universe, The unity of the universe then is 1) the

possibility and the problem of intAligible relations set

by the coincidental, 2) the successive transpositions of

the problem to higher levels where it is met by ever more

adjustable and more comprehensive modes of unification,

and 3) the realization in accord with successive schedules

of probabilities of the compound conditioned series of

concretely possible solutions.
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4.2	 The tJnitv of a Concrete Being

Secondly, there is the unity of atry concrete

being, and hero we meet with a host of difrictilties. A

first set of difficulties arise when 1,70Ett t mot to imagine

not only tive concrete being but also its nnstituent meta—

physical elements. These are no some:- over-cocne than

another set arises because we attempt to tilinit not only

of the concrete being as existing and changing, but also

of thr. raetanhysical constituents as exist1n4 and changing.

Finally, there are the real difficulties inplicit in the

fact that the concrete being is one and It 	taphysical

constituentz are many.

Let us begin from the real difficulties. Firsts

then, potency, form, and act are distinct, fox intelligi-

bility is intrinsic to beings and potential. intelligibil-

ity is not formal nor actual, nor is forrnaL intelligibil-

ity actual. Still, though they are threes they also are

one: for potency is potency to form, and farm is the form

of act; in ()tiler words, potency is capacity- to come under

law and form is being under law an,-1 act Is according to

law; again, just as one and the same reality is known by

experience, understanding, and judgment, so one and the

same reality is constituted by potency, form, and act. Nor

is there any aced for any glue to make potency one with

form or foils one with act. For if there Niore any such need,

why should it not recur? That would unite the glue with

the potency? Its stickiness? Some relativity of function?
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But relativity is already present in potency, fort, and

act, which are defined by their relations to one another

and by the feet that they constitute a sincle reality. We

can and must dispense, then, with the Suarezian modes; and

the argument that potency vithout or differs from potency

as informed is to be met with the distinction betveen in-

trinsic and extrinsic denomination.

Secondly, central form differs from conjugate

form. Both are intrinsic to the real and neither is the

other. But as they differ, so also they are related. They

are to be knom inasmuch as the same data are understood

1) as Individual and 2) as similar to other data. When they

are grasped by understanding, the central form proves to

be a principle of unity that is to be differenttated by

further inquiry, and the conjugate forms prove to be prin-

ciples of differentiation of unities to be determined by

further inquiry. Just as potency, form, and act are the

luny compoeoats of a single reality, so central and con-

jugate forms equally are the many comments of a single

reality.

Let us now turn to protaeins of predication.

The objects of ordinary discourse are concrete beings, men

and women, horses and dogs, hydrogen and oxygen. They exist

as individuals with a natural unity. They are differentiated

by their capacities for coming under 1aNs, being wader laws,

acting in accord with lays. The truth of such statements

can be assigned its ground in the metaphysical mnstituents

of the concrete beings, for example, that their existing
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involves a central act, their natural unity a 'central form,

their meray 6 „.rical individuality a central potency,

and their potential, habitual, and actual behavior conju-

gate potencies, forms, awl acts. But as ordinary discourse

speaks of men ani women, horses and dogs, hydrogen and

oxygen, so metaphysicians speak of central an conjugate

potency, form, and act. Now if these elements are real,

they exist. Presumably they are unities. In some sense they

are indiviAual. Since they can he defined, some laws are

relevant to them. Therefore, it would seem to follow that,

just as concrete being is composed of central and conjugate

potencies, forms, and acts, so each of these elements is so

composed; and if the argumant works once, then it will work

repeatedly, so that not Only each element is composite but

also the constituents of the elements are comeosite in

turn, and so on indefinitely.

Me fallacy, however, in this procedure is

apparent, Potency, form, and act are constituents of What

is known by experience, understanding, and judgment, where •

potency corresponds to the experiencing, form to the under—

standing, and act to the judging. Quite clearly, then,

potency itself is not known by experiencing, understanding,

a nil judgment, ancl so it is not composed of a further potent..
'

cy, form, and act. But if this is so, then, there is a

profound difference between_ discourse about horses and dogs

and discourse about potency, fore, and act; for from the

former through the rules of metaphysical equivalence one

arrives at constituent potencies, forms, and acts; but from

tile latter one cannot legitimately proceed to a repetition

0 M51°`""  
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of the analysis with respect to the elements themselves.

It is this difference that is expressed in traditional

metaphysics when it is affirmed that, while horses and

dogs exist an.r.1 change, poteney,form, and act are, not

what exists or changes, but that by which are constituted

the beings that exist and change,

Therr) remain the difficulties of' the imagina-

tion. As vve employ sensible names such as potency and form

an. act, so too we are helped by imagining these constit-

uents of concrete being; and as the images represent the

(objects, so they give rise to inoblems about the objects;

but it is eseential to grasp that such images are merely

symbolic zei tut such problems commonly are to be met by

denying thilir suppositions, For on the one hand, potency,

form, and act are not the explanation of anything but the

general structure in which occurs the explanation of any

proportionate being. On the other hand, and this is the

more fendamental point, explaining an explained do not lie

vvithin the field of the imeeinable, but imarinable and

• Ima.gining lie within the field of -)xplaining ani explained.

Q
 This is but another statement of the basic

antithesis between positions and counter-positions. A man k

vzho understood everything might proceed from his grasp of

niirtvehysical analysis through its determinetion in appro-
0

	

	
pribte sciences to the nature and occurrence of his own

sensations and acts of imeeining. Still that all-inclusive

act of'	 would account no less for past and

future s,I.eisations and images than for the experiences of

tie present; and inasmech as it accounted for present
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•experiences it o1 1, be independent of the experincirtg

for it would consist in assirning laws and probabiliticrs

to instances labelled with the ultimate conceptual deter-

minations named nheren and "now'. In brier, the relations

of things to our senses and im.ginations are included

in the far broader sweep of t'nf.? relations of things to one

another; but they are not included as sense nor as Lila gimed

nor as described but as explained. Moreover, such explana-

tion is two fold. For there is the dynamic structure of ex-

planatory knowledge, and there is the actuation or fillin.g

of that structure thrwh the development of thc several

departments of science, Only the latter, detailed explain-

ing proxima tely includes acts of sensing and iniciaing, Yt

the metai)hy Flcian is concerned directly only with the g.en-

eral dynamic ztructure and so it is only in an extremely

remote and -Lir%1l fashion that he can include his orn

sensitive acts within his explanatory view.

I parallel but complementary point trust

be made. J1n3t as ttr metaphysician includes his on

ties	

capaci-

ties and habits and acts of sensing and imagining under the

sweeping rubric of conjugate potoncies, forms, and acts, so

.too he includes under the same categories th,! space and

time that, from the vicvprlint of' sensitive extroversion,

contain both tho totality of sensible objects awl the total-

ity of senses and sensitive acts, This reversal of roles,

in which the sensible clntainer becomes the intellectually

contained, has already been noted. nTo be cannot mean

"to be in space or ft to be in time. If that were so, and

.-.1T-ecariesemftst
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space is or titre is: then space would be in space and time

would be in time. The further space aril. time: if real,

would clso bkJ: a.:11 so would de9land a still further space

and time, 141 arLumant could be repeated indefinitely to

yield an infinity of spaces anl times. "To be then is

just flto ben, Space and time, if real: are determinations

within being; and if they are determinations within being,

then they aro not the ce.J:ainers but the contained. To put

the issue more concretely: there are extensions and dura.

tions: juxtapositions and successions, Still such affirma-

tions are dascriTtive, They have to be transposed into

explanatory statementqt before one ask legitimately for

their metaphysical equivalents; and when that transposi-

tion takes ple: then from the general nature of explana-

tion it follows tlIat the metaphysical equivalents will be

the conjugate potencies: forms: wal acts that ground the

truth of spntio-temporal laws and frequencies. So it comes

about thLt tiv L,xtroverted subject visualizing extension

and expericing duration gives place to the subject orien-

tated to the objective of the unrestricted desire to know

and affirming beings differentiated by certain conjugate

potencies, forms: and acts grounding certain laTs and fre-

quencies. It is this shift that gives rise to the antithesis

of, positions and counter-positions, It is through its

acknowledgement of the fact of this shift that a philosophy

or metaphysics Is critical. It is only by a rigorous con-

finement of the metaAlysician to the intellectual pattern

of experience and of metaphysical objects to the universe

of being as explained, that this basic enterprise of human

/

"n :,
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intelligence can free itself from th e morass of pseudo-

problems that otherwise beset it.

The foregoing position must not be confused

vitt zuly type of Platonism. For if it distinguishes sen-

sible and intelligible, aesthetic and acetic, still it

does not distinguish them as being and not-being nor relate

them by some theory of participation. One afH th same uni-

verse of being is sensed, described, understood, affirmed.

The same real things are related both to us and to one

another. But as affirmed, they just are; as relate': to one

another, they are subject to las and frequencies; those

relations of thirvs to one anothr ixiclude idetically all

the relatilns c). things to us; but as so included, the

relations of things to us are not sensed nor described but

exTlatned. It is one thing to experieace the sensible mani-

fold of juxtapositions and successions, of extensions and

durations. It is quite another to understand its laws and

frequencies and to postalate as conditions of their possi-

bility non-countable multiplicities of merely empirical

difnrences. For neither the understanding nor the postula-

tion is performed by sensitive activities.
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4.3	 The Unitr of Marl

This brings is to our third, special question

of unity, for man is one rot both material an I spiritual.

Man is one. No less than electrons and atoms, pleats and

animals, man is individual by his central potency, one in

nature by- his c,lntral form, existent by his cen-tral act.

Moreover, nis basic unity '3 xtorads to th,) dis tinctive con—

jugates of human intllectual activity. TM c-onjugate

forms of the atom constitute tho higher system of the atom's

own sub,,,atomic events. Tlae conjugate forms of- tim oni;anism

constitute the higher system of the organism, s down chemical

processes. The conjuate forms of the psyche censtitute the

higher system of the animaLts ovin organic processes. In like

manner., the conjugate forms of human intellectual activity

constitute the higher system of man's sansitiv living. In

each. c as e an otherwise coincidental manifold or lo or con-

jugate acts is rendered systematic by conjugate forms on

a higher level.

Still, if re ask in ,7;hat manner precisely the

conjugate forms of human intelLectual activity cmstitute

the higher sy::tem of Lnants sensitive livini;• v:a are con-

fronted not v.rith a sl,..:.gLe but vuith a twofold array of facts,

For human hit aleetual activity provides tin higher system

for sensitive living both 1111 consciously ai1 consciously. It

does so uncon:Jciously inasmuch as it From:Ids; Lie pattern in

which sensitive experience occurs, and in this respect it

is a higher system to sensitive living as sensitive living

is a highe.r system to organic living. But there also is a
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conscious intellectual control of one's sensitive living,

and this differs from the former f.mormonsly. For vmscious

hatelligonce is engaged primorily in mspin 	 intelli-

gible systems relevant) not to one's sensitive living) but

to the contents of one's sensitiva experience. By this

shift from subj-3ctivo actsl,at objetive contents, it is

headed tomrls the systematization) not of the particular

animal thcit I ar,1 but of the whole universe of boing. And

it is witUn its i:ilowielge of the universe that knowlel.re

of itself is attained, knowledge of its function in the

universe is acquired) and the .:;rourpls for v;illin,.; the

execution of that nil tion provided. Finally, it is through

willing that conscious intellectual control of sensitive

Living is effected.

Now if we go to the root of this duality

of control over sensitive living, we are brought to the

contrilst botween the intelligible and the intelligent. As

has been seen, intelligibility is intrinsic to being. There

is in the universe of proportionte bell-4z a pot ential in-

telligibility tht makes experience a necessary comrlonent

of our :Knowing) a formal intelligibility that makes under-

standing a nessary component) anl an actual intelligibility

that maia)s ju4m.nit a necessary component. But 1,,m too are.

Besides ti.L! ootoLitial intelligibility of empirical objects,

there is the potential intelligence of the disinterested,

detached) unrestA.cted desire to know. Besides the formal

intelligibility of the unity and the laws of thins, there

Is the formal intelligence that consists in insights and

grounds conceptions. Besides the actual intelligibility of
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existences and occurrences, there is the actual intent-

gande that grasps the unconditioned and posits being as

known, Finally, we not only are bilt also RROW ourselves.

As known to ourselves, we are intlligible as every other

kaown. But the intelligibility that is so known is also

intelligence arid knowing, It has to 'be distinguished from

the intelligibility that can be known but is not intelli-

gent and does not attain to knowlete in the proper human

sense of that term. Let us say that intelltibility that

is not illt,11i7T1t is material, and that int311iibility

that is intYllint is spiritual. Then, inasnuch as we are

materials we	 ccmstituted by otherwie coincidental mani-

folds of conjtwate acts that unconsciously and spontaneously

aTe reduced to system by higher conjugate forms. But inas-

much as we are spiritual, we are orientvted towards the

universe of being, know ourselves as parts within that uni-

verse, and guide our living by that knowledge.

Further, inasmuch as tie 'material universe

can be underst,00d correctly, there can be a correspondence

between the material intelligibility that is understood

and the spiritual intelligibility that is understanding. But

besides this correspondence, which woad seem to consist in

some type of sitnaarity for the latter term is 'knowledge of

the former, there also is diffIrencepfor the latter is

spiritual L',ni tl-r former is material. Moreover, it seems

possible t7)	 1,!an the precise nature of this difference,

For our direct understanding abstracts from th':.! empirical

residue, As was noted early in this stay, inasmuch as we
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are understanding, we are grasping the universal apart

from its instances, the limit apart from the centinuqm,

the invariant apart from particular places and tines, the

ideal frequency apart from the non-systematic livergeace

of actual frencies. But lust as spiritual intelligibil-

ity is apart from the empirical residue, so material in-

telligibility is not without it. Me universal can be

thought but cannot be without the instance; the limit can

be thought but cannot be without the coatinuUm; the tit-

variant-can be considered but does not exist apart from

particular places and times; ideal frequencies cm be for-

mulated but cannot be verified apart from actlalfrequma-

cies. The empirical residue, then, is at once that spirit-

ual intelligibility elcludes and what material Intelligi-

bility includes.

No-7;. the metaphysical equivalent of the mn-

pirical residue has been found to be prime potency. But

since the empirical residue is the ground of materiality,

prime potency also is prime matter. There follows the

possibility of explaining what matter is atO what the

material is. lor is tUs superfluous. The materialist

thinks the nature of matter perfectly obvious: natter is

the real, and thc real is a subeivision in the n already

out there Flown. But we are committed to the view that the

real is being and that being is rl-ctever is to be grasped

intelligently and affirmed reasonably. So if ye are to say

that matter is real, we have first to grasp its nature and

then find sufficient grounds for our affirmation. But there

exist in this universe subilatomic entities, chemical de-
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merits and compounds, plants anl animals. A brief considera-

tion of their functinning reveals not merely that it does

not occur but even that it could not occur apart from the
le.,c

empirical residue, from manifol4s of instances in a space-
darewd

time cantinuumA%actual frequencies that non-systematically

diverge fl'om ideal frequencies. Accordingly, th.-? material

can be define'l as whatever is constituted by the empirical

residue or is conditioned intrinsically by that residue, It

follows that conjugate potencies, forms, an acts on the

physical, Chemical, organic, an psychic levels are material.

Further, since central forms are differentiated by their

cmajagates, it follows that the .corresponding central forms

are material. Finally, since act shares the definition of

the form, with which it constitutes a unity, it follows

that the 'corresponding central acts are material,

If our definition of the material is corrects

then it must be possible to say that the spiritual neither

is constituted nor is conditioned intrinsically by the

eapirical residue. Certainly, it is not constituted by the

empirical residue: for inasmuch as we are understanding,

we are abtractIng from thxt residue; anll inasmuch as we

are graspin6 the unconditioned, we are attaining the lucid,

fully ratinnal factualness that contrasts so violently with

the brute factualness with which instances similar in all

respects still are different instances, with which the

multiplicity of the continuum is non-countable because

non-ordinable, with wtich actual frequencies diverge from

ideal frequencies in aay manner provided it is non-system-

atic, But if insight arid grasp of the unconditioned are
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constituted quite differently from the empirical residue,

so also are the inquiry and critical reflection that aead

to. them and the conception and judgment that result .faiom

them anti express them,

Further, our definition requires that tie

spiritual is not conditioned intrinsically by the ewirical

residue. Quite obviously, there is San • conditioning, Our

Inquiry and in sigh„ dernand something apart from themselves

into which	 inquire and attain insight; initially and

commonly that eLier is sensible experience, and in it is

found the empirical residue. But if sensible experteace

and so the empirical residue condition inquiry ani irasights

it is no less plain tiv,t tiv-it conditioning is extrinsic.

Seeing is S‘!?,ei.111: color, and color is spatial, so that see—

ing is conditioned intrinsically by the spatial continu.um•

But insight is an act of understaniing, and so ram from

being conditioned intrinsically by the empirical restdtie)

understanding abstracts from it, Again., to grasp the un-

condition.ed there is a prerequisite of a known fulfilment

of conditions; commonly this fulfilment lies in senslble

experience; still the fulfilment is anything, but uncon—

ditioned; and it is thr?, unconditionA that intrinsically

conditions a grasp of th,,,.) unconditioned.

Vo have been attempting to define explanatcrlly

the material u1 the.. spiritual. Earlier it vas show that

intelligibility is intrinsic to being. This intelligibility

we have found to be of tuo kinds, material and spiritual.

In the first instances Ive distinguished between the two by

saying that spiritua.1 intelligibility also was Lit eLligent  

MOMPIMINPI,	    
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while material intelligibility was not. In the second place,

*we moved beyond this descriptive differentifttion and deter-

mined that material intelligibility either is corast ituted

or is conditioned intrinsically by the empirical resiflue

ihile soiritual intelligibility neither is constitetted nor

is conditioned intrinsically by the enmirical resiclue.

With these clarifications we may now advaece a Nrthe' step

In our study of maul s nature.

Man, the concrete being, is both matevial

and spiritunl; h,e is material by his physieal, char:teals

organic an sensitive cronjujates; he is spiritual by his

intellectual coejugates. Still, man is not just an assem-

blage of conjugates; he is intelligibly one, sill that unity

has its metaphysical ground in his central form. As was

seen in the Chapter on Self-affirmation, a siri449 knover

must be conscious empirically, intelligently, anel ration-

ally, Not only is there a unity on the side of the object,

Inasmuch as the experienced is also understood, and the

understood is also affirmed. There is needed the prior

unity on the side of the subject, inasmuch as the one that

inquires and understands must be identical with thie one

that experiences, an.1 the one that reflects and grasps the

unconditioned must be identical with the one that loth ex-

periences al:1 understands. Now it is central form -that con-

stitutes the metaphysical ground of the truth of alfirming

that unity. But are we to say that man.ts central form is

material or spiritual?

The question regards the intelligibility

that is the intrinsic constituent of man, s being. Such
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intellizibility may be material or spiritual. As long as

th.i alternatives are merely described, it is posd.ble to

straddle thi-) issue. For spiritual intelliribaity is

intelligent, while mu,terial	 is not; and

man's central form seems to be the point of transition

froi th material to the spiritual. As tie center of sensi-

tive experincel it is material; as the center of the trans-

formation of sensitive experience by the imposition of an

intellactual patterns anl as the origin anl ground of in-

quiry and insight, reflection and grasp of the uncondition-

ed, it emerges as spirit.

However, our explanatory definitions of the
trt.,

mAterial and spiritual are not so accomodating. The meta-

physical ground of the empirical residue is pilaw potency.

The material is that is constituted by prime potency or

what is claditionJd by it intrinsically. Tho spiritual is

what neither is so constituted nor is so conditioned. No

central form is constituted by prime potency. But is or

is not man's central form conditioned intrinsically by

prime potency? Can man exist as a unity without prime

potency?

The question is one of possibility. In fact,

insight is into sensitive presentations and imajnative

representations, but iris no less a fact that xtst is

grasped by insight is not the empirical residue but what

is abstracted from the empirical residues and so insight

is not conditioned intrinsically by the empirical residue,

In fact, grasp of the unconditioned presupposes a fulfil-

ment of conditions that commonly is obtained by the

0
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occurrence of appropriate sensitive experience; still that

occurrence Is rot the unconditioned that ie.gnasped unless,

perhaps, one is deciding whether there is occurring a

sensitive experience; and there are judgments in rhich the

fulfilment consists, at lest proximately, not in any sen-

sitive experiaace, but in such acts ae insight an reflec-

tive understandiag. Similarly, in fact man exists and func-

tions physically, chemica lly, organically, arid sensitively.

But the question is whether the break-don of his organic

and sensitive living neccsearily is the end of his iden-

tical existence,. For if his central norm is material, then

it is conditioned intrinsically by the prime potency that

in tnrn is bound up with his physical, chemical, organic

being. But if his central form Is spiritual, then it is not

conditioned intrinsically by prime potency; ay.: then, ab-

solutely spooking, his central form could be separated from

prime potency without ceasing to ground an existing unity

and identity.

A solution seems to result froze a simple

principle, namely, that material reality cannot perform the

role or function of spiritual reality but spiritual reality

can perform the role and function of material reality. Were

man's central form a material intelligibility, then it cold

not be intelligent and so coeld not be the center and ground

of man s inquiry and insight, reflection and juigment. In-

versely, thoughmants central form were a spiritual in-

telligibility, it could be the ground anl center of his

physical, chemical, organic, and sensitive conjugatest tor
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Uri spiritual is comprehensive what can embrace the whole

universe throngh knowledge) can provide the center and

ground of unity in the materiaa conjugates of a single

man
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4.4	 Summarr

Vie have been exploring the traditional meta-

physical theme of being and unity. The middle term of our

comparison has. been intelligibility, for intelligibility

is intrimeic to being and, at the same tine., it is the

essence of unity. Potential intelligibilLty is potency;

it is the multiplicity of the empirical residue with the

orientation to unity of finality. Formal intelligibility

is form; it is the unity of unification oir of correlation.

Actual intelligibility is act; it is the unity of identity

and non—contradiction 'which are the. basic principles of

rational consciousness and judgment. ThouLgh potency, for,

and act are distinct and three, still they are the distinct

components of the same reality. Similarly-, though central

and conjugate forms are distinct:, they too are the distinct

components of the same reality ; for while it is true that

an imaginable whole does not differ imaginably from the sum

of its imaginable parts, it al so is true tle...at understanding

and affiming a central fore I s quite different from grasp-

ing and affireling an aggregate of conjugate forms. Finally,

intelligib13_ity may be material or spiritual; material
-Yee,

Intelligibility either consist s in merely empirical Tnul-

tiplicity and difference of prime potency or else is con—

ditioned intrinsically by it; in contrasts spiritual in-

telligibility is comprehensive; its reach Is the universe

of being; and it is in virtue of that reach not only that

man can cnow the universe but also that the universe can

bring forth its oval unity in the concentTated form of a

single intelligent view, 
,.....11•11•••n•••, 
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5.	 MetaTAlvsies as Science

Our study of human intellicence revealed the

necessity of distinguishing sharply between ordinary con-

cepts, that express and result from insights, and the notion

of being, that has to have quite a different origin and

ground. For if the notion of being expressed and resulted

from an inei It, that insight would have to be an under—

standing not merely of the whole of the actual universe

but also of tne total range of possible Iveiverses. Such

an understanding would be identical uith AcueLnast actus

totips entis, that is, with God (Sum. theca., I) q.79,

a. 2 c.). Since man possesses a notion of being yet obvious—

ly fails to satisfy Aquinas' concept of God, manIs notion

cannot result from an act of understaading. Accordingly, we

were led to the discover/ that the notion of being has its

origin and ground in an anticipative desire to understand,

in a capacity to inquire and reflect. Further, we were led

to conceive metaphysics, which traditiinally is the science

of being, as an implementation of the integral heuristic

structure of the: realm of being that coincides with the

field of possible experience. From this conception of

metaphysies there followed a formuletion of a method of

metaphysies, an to test this method we have devoted two

chapters to the Elements of Metaohvsigl an,d to Metaehvsiss 

as Science.

Nhile we have attempted no more than a test,

still the test has been, I think, sufficiently basic and

extensive to establish the possibility of constructing a

0
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complete metaphysical treatise in accord with the method

that has been viorked out. Moreover, it is not difficult

to predict the general character of such a complete trea-

tise for, despite differences in detail, the results of

applying the method bear an astounding similarity to the

doctrines of the Aristotelian and Thomist tradition. There

is the contrast betr:een the ten categories and the meta-

physical eloments of potency, form, an,1 act in central

(or sub:Itantial) an 1. conjugate (or accidental) orders:

there is a iierarciv of grades of being in an objectively

ordered univeree; there are matter and spirit with spirit

independent in existence and in operation both of matter

and or the empirical residue (thy pnditiones materiae)

there are distinctions ala. relations, the immunity of rela-

tions from direct change, intrinsic an:' extrinsic denomina-

tion, formal cause aril formal effect.

Still, there ifs a basic novelty for these

results are obtained not by strokes of genius but by method.

They are obtained with.out any appeal to authorities. They

are obtained without cled:ictions from principles that claim

to be self-evident yet, in fact, are not self-evident to

everybody. They rest on a strategy of break-through, en-

circlement, aril confinement. Inquiry and -ivqg,ht, formula-

tion anT criticel refLoction, grasp of the unconditioned

and. judgmelA aro found to be necessary conditions of our

knowing. Without them neither science nor common sense is

possible; without them no revision of any view is possible;

without them the subject can be neither intelligent nor 

0
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reasonable and, in fact, not only is the subject unaae to

reno: nce his intelligence and inquire, or to repudiate his

reasonableness anl reflect, but also 11-',1 has a positive and

effective inclination both to inquire intelligently and

reflect reasonably. From this break-through there remits

encirclement, for des.lite the protean chracter of the

notion of being (rhich as protean now is identified with

matter an.1 now with idea, now vith phenomena anl noyrvith

essence, now Ath a transcendent unknowable anl nor with

the things that exist), there is latent and operative,

prior to all such determinations, thu oblceive of the

detached and disinterested desire to know, the objective

to be rachl through intelligent grasp awl reasonable

affirmation. 13driz, in this sense is a notion that cannot

be controverted; it is assumed An all inquiry an reflec-

tion, in all thought and doubt; its acknowledgement is

implicit in til(3 break-through; and since, it mnbnces all

Views anl their objects, its aanowledgement is an encircle-

ment. Still if thi3 heuristic notion of being cannot be con-

troverted, it need not be identified Ydth the riall if

being is what is to be kno,rn blr intelligent grasp and

reasonable affirmation, then th real may be what is known

unquestioningly because it is k:nown beföre any questions

are asked. But at least the antithesis is sharp; it results

in the division of philosophic statements into thi. two

classes of positions and counter-positions; it implies that

statements of counter-positions cannot be both conpletely

coherent anl ,either intelligent or reasonable; it grounds

the account of the dialectical process in which positions
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invite development and counter-positions invite reversal;

and once the subject grasps that, unless he identifies the

real with being, his statements are bound to be counter-

positions that eventually are due for reversal, confine-

ment has sat in.

J or- are the. attractions of the method limited

to securing a solid foundation for the metaphysical struc-

ture. For the very process that erects the foundation also

builds upon it, As was noted in examinini; the methods of

natural science, there is a scissors-like action that

selects the mathematical expression of physical laws by

operating simultaneously from above with differential

equations and frcan below with measurements and empirical

correlations, But this procedure was employed in its pure

form in reaching the self-affirmation of the knower, when

the inevitability of experience, of intelligent inquiry,

of critical reflection, and of their unity, combined with

the subject's awareness of his own subjection to such in-

evitability to issue into his affirmation of himself as an

Individual existing unity differentiated by capacities to

experience, to inquire, and to reflect. Nor this affirms..

tion of oneself as a knower also is an affirmation of the

general structure of any proportionate object of knowledge.

Further investigation of the process of knowing can deter,.

mine in greater detail the structure of tne proportionate

known. This uvor blade of the scissors is matched by the

lower blade of common sense and scientific pronouncements,

which the philosopher can criticize but cannot replace,

for any attempt at replacement would be to desert the method
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proper to philos047 and to employ the methods proper to

science or the procedures proper to common sense. Finally,

to close the scissors, there is operative the detached and

disinterested desire to know, reinforced 17 the e'xplicit

rejection of all obscurantism, an guided by the critical

dialectic that discriminates bet:en positions and comater-

positions in the formulation of the results of common

sense, of science, and of metaphysics.

If the tmm-diately preceding paragraphs

sharpen the outline of our account of method In metaphy—

sics, thls and tho preceding chapter shov that tly: method

can be ap1iid and that it is at once poverful, expeditious,

and decisive. For the issues we have raised are neither

simple nor secondary nor undisputed. If the answers we

have rached are essentially traditional, they have been

pulled neatly and effectively out of the compromising orbit

of Aristotle's physics and they have been endawed with new

life and vigor by their intimate canjunction with cognition-

al theory, with the results of possible science, and with

the pronouncements of common sense. The surprising dispatch,

with which the elements of central and conjugate potency,

form, and act were established, could be followed by an

invasion of the new territory of explanatory gemera and

species and of processes of development. The intricacies

of distinctions and relations, of the precise meaning of

the metap4sical elements and their function in total human

knowledge; and of the unity of the universe, of the single

concrete being, of the human compound of spirit and matter,

could be thrown into a basic perspective with a minimum

0 )
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expenditure of effort.

No doubt, every reader will have his further

questions, for our excursion into netannysics has aimed

solely- at illustrating and testing the concrete possibil-

ity of a method, For that :reason, it would be missing the

point entirely to out the further questions to me instead

of endeavoring to work out the answers oneself. My purpose

has been to reveal the nature of insight as knorledge by

showing in a concrete fashion that metaphysics can be a

science with a sharply defined objective, with strictly

imposed litnits, and with a criterion that is effective in

excluding more disputation, But the clear-cut prof of

possibility i th) fact. Accordingly, I have not been con-

tent to derive meta)hysics as the conception and imple-

mentation of the integral heuristic structure of our know-

ing in an endeavor to ground., penetrate, transform, and.

unify the scattered knovtledge of common sense and the

sciences. I also have tried to iniicate just how that

integral heuristic structure could be reached an:3 applied

to the task in hand, I have not been content to limit

metanhysics to the structure of proportionate being as ex-

plained, but repeatedly I have illus trat ed the meaning and

the implication of that limitation. I have not been con-

tent to show that the discoveries of human intelligence may

be formulated as positions or as counter-positions, but

also I have illustrated hiolv that cardinal principle of

critical dialectic cuts like a knife through disputes on

the nature of tii real, of the objective, of development,

of distinctions, of relations, of the metaphysical elements,
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of matter and spirit.

Elovever, the main point is thet the method

Tuts an end te mere disputation. It divides the field

of possible knowledge of proportionate being into know-

ledge of things 85 related to us and icnoiedge of things

as releted to one mother. It divides the Latter field

into science that explains and metaptersics that anticipates

the general structure of proportionate being as explained.

It divides such anticipations into groundal assertions,
oe

that possess a -1:ctual premisA in the utilized structure

of our knowing, ell empty assertions, tilat lack such a

premisp Finally, it divides grounded ass(Je?tions into

coherent positions, that admit developments and incoherent

counter-positioes, that invite reversal. New every disputant

has something t.o say. But rhat he says either refers to pro-

portionate beimg or not, either to proportionate beings in

their relations to one another or not, either to the anti-

cipated structure of proportionate being as  ex:dained or

not. If the disputantls statement falls wader the negative

member of aNy of these dichotomies, then it is not a meta-

• physical statemmot an0 it is to disregarded in metaphysics.

But if it is a metaphysical statemeat, then either it

possesses a factual premisXin the utilized structure of

Our knoeirle or it does not; and if it does nots then it is
a

an empty aseertion, Finally, if it is groundedassertion,

then either it Ls a position that admits development or else

it is not; and If it is not, then it is a counter-position

to be reversed by the simple technique of	 ing it coherent

with the statement that it is stated intelligently and 

0 
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reasonably.

The first three disjunctions separRte meta-

alysical assertions from the assertions of common sense,

of science, zind. of theology. The last two disjunctions

separate valid metaphysical statements from empty asser-

tions and from counter-positions. Together they serve to

define what questions are metaphysical, how correct WrISW,T8

are to be determined, and how they are to be fonaulated.

Moreover, correct answers and correct formulations are

selected, not by asking further metaphysical questions,

but by investigating issues that pertain to the field of

cognitional theory and ultimately prove to be quite deter.

minate questions of concrete cognitional fact, For the

metaphysical structure of proportionate being as definitive-

ly explained, is an object of our knowledge, not through

present scientific explanation of the universe, nor througk

any alleged inspection of the essence of the universe, bat

through its isomorphism with the utilized structure of our

knoving. What the structure of our knowing is, sets a

question to be answered by investigation of our cognitimal

activities. A gain, the utilization of that structure sets

another question of fact; for the question arises inasmmh

as OUT knowing admits different structural alternatives;

and the question can be settled by an appeal to the boun—

dary conditions provided by the broadest certainties of

dialectically transformed science and common sense. Finally,

correct answers need correct formulations; but the possi—

bility of mistaken formulations has its ground in the pcly—

morphism of human consciousness; and the selection of correct 

o) 
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formulations can be effected inasmuch as the incoherence

of counter-positions invites their reversal.

Nov such a procedure eliminates mere disoutation

and bestows upon Tietalhysics the status of& science, I do

not mean that it secures aetomatic solutions for metaphrsical

isues, or that it arriihilates the obscurantist, the obtuse,

or the mind fixed in a habitual routine. Oh the contrary,

I regard the autonatic solution as a mere v-th that sprinrs

from a non-rational hankering after a non-raticual security,

for every solution is to be dis(!..over,?d by ktelligence and

is to be accepted by reasonableness, and neither the exer-

cise of intellionce nor the exercise of reasonableness is

automatic. Aain, like the-poor Of theGospel, the obscur-

antist, the obtuse, and the merely lioutine mind may be ex-

pected always to be with us. But however exasperating such.

minds may be in the short run, in the long run they are

negligible; they can block but they cannot initiate: they

can manipulate pressures but they cannot lead; and if they

denounce you aj a fool in your life-timm, their sons will

mistake you for a genius when you are dead, For they are in-

different to truth and falsity; they are concerned only vitn

the familiar, which they strive to maintain, and with the un-

familiar, which they strive to oppose; but the mere passage

of time makes the unfamiliar familiar, and people that ean-

not be persuaded by the suddenness of intelligence and reason,

are easily convinced by the slow but inevitable gradualness

of time. So it is in the sciences. For scientific method does

not succeed in teach,ing old dogs new tricks. As Max Planck

testified, a new scientific position gains general acceptarce,
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not by making' opponents change their minds, but by holding

its own until old age has retired them from their profess-
atLel,

tonal chairs %Planck, Scientific Autobiography and Other

jRamera; E.T. by F. Gaynor; New York i 1949) p.33 f.).

As in the natural sciences, so also in metaphysics

the function of method is to secure a firm orientation and

a tendency that in the long run is efficacious. As in the

natural sciences this goal is attained by requiring a ful-

filment in the data of observation and experiment, so that

there will exist a possible transition from the cinditioned

supposition of thought to the virtually unconditioned affir-

mation of judgment, so too in metaphysics a similar goal is

to be attained by requiring a fulfilment in the utilized

structure of our knowledge, so that there will exist a

possible transition from metaphysical speculation ,to meta-

physical affirmation. Finally, as in the natural sciences,

so also in metaphysics, an understanding of the method, its

accurate formulation, its acceptance, and its proper use

are neither automatically achieved nor automatically

efficacious. They are operations of intelligence and reason-

ableness, They result only from sustained inquiry and sus-

tained reflection. Their power is no more than the power

of intelligence and reasonableness and, while that power

is great indeed, it is not exercised after the fashion of

the steam-roller that crushes opposition but through a

mounting dialectical tension that makes absurdity ever more

evidently absurd until man either rejects it or destroys

himself by clinging to it.

Thi3 apt illustration of this point lies, or
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course, in the dialectical demand for method in meta-

physics, for it is that demand thatorose in the medieval

universities, that has remained the basic preoccupation

of subsequent philosophies, that is responsible, since it

has not been met. fairly and squarely, both for the disrepute

into which metaphysics has fallen and. for the intellectual,

moral and social consequences that in our day so evidently

flow from disdain for metaphysics.

'rho demand for method in metaphysics rose

out of medieval theology. The twelfth century was oppressed

with an apparently insolnble problem, with the necessity of

distingoishing between divine grace and human freedom and,

at the same time, an inability to conceive either term with-

out implying the other. In the first third of the thirteen-

th century, t here grzldt-ially was evolved the notion of two

entitative onl-Drs so that grace stood above nature, faith

above rason,	 charity above natural human excellence.

Vith increasing thorouchness this distinction between a

natural order and a sua)ervening gratuitous order was carried

through by SUCCOSSiV9 -theologians to receive after the middle

of the century its comnlete formulation and its full theo-

logical applicntion in the writings of St. Thomas Aquinas.

Finally, despite the condemnations of Aquinas at Paris and

Oxford; despite the aridity of fourteenth century nominal-

ism and the steri3.1ty of its sc	 icism, despite the world-

ly contempt of the Renaissance for the Schooljten and the

pious contempt of the lileformation for carnal Itnowledge,

despite the semi-ratiomalism of a Hermes, a Guntherta

14.4L5 4%
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Frohschanmer, and the agnosticism of modernists, the

technically formulated distinction betveen reason and

faith has only grown in importance in the Catholic Church

since its basic formulation in the thirteenth century.

Within his own terms of reference, Aquinas did his work

well.

Still a distinction between reason andfaith

is a distinction within theology. It pertains to the theo-

logiants delimitation of lus own field and to thre elabora-

tion of his own methodology. But it possesses implications

outside the theological domain. Its naming is not confined

to the erection of distinct and subordinate departnents of

philosophy and science within theological schools and for

the fultherance of theological purposes, For once reason is

acknowledc;ed to be distinct from faiths there is issued an

invitation to reason to grow in consciousness of its native

power, to claim its proper field of inquiry, to work out

its departments of investigation, to determine its own

methods, to operate on the basis of its on principles and

precepts. such was the underlying significance of the dis-

covery of Aristotle by the medieval ape of faith. Such too

was the opn significance of Renaissance humanism!, 'Renais-

sance philosophy, and Renaissance science.

In Deisartes, one finds the problem of philo-

sophic method explicitly envisaged and vigorously eyplored.

But if he could take for granted the leatimacy of pursuing

philosophy without bringing his religious faith to tear

directly on the issue, he was completely innocent of the

notion that science coeld be pursued with a similar in- 
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dependence of philosophy. For him it was pieta) that one

man had one naiad and to his synthetic grasp it seemed

simpler to master th9 whole of human knowledge than to

disentangle one part from the rest and attempt to learn

it thorolighly. $ot as he deiced the exis tence of God from

the initial certitude of his Cogitos he also deduced the

conservation of momentum from the immutability of God.

Clearly the distinction betiNeen reason and faith had to be

followed by a. distinction between science hod philosophy,

As the eleven.th ce:itury brilliance of an Anselm had bena

	mistaken	 off,ering necessary reasons for tht,?. rmysteriee

of faith„ o th,e seventee:nth century brilliance of Descartes

was mistaken in offering philosophic reasons for a theory

of mechanics, Yet as theology had been able to work out

its method only by distinguishing itself from phi1oso7hy

and thereby generating a challenge to its pre—eminence, so

philosophy could not formulate its nature and method with-

out distinguishing itself from science and thereby calling

forth a challenge to its ambition to rule. And. as the

challenge to theology emphasized the distinct existence

of philosophy, so the challenge to philosophy emphasized

the distinct existence of science.

The course or the dialectic is clear enough.

As there is a post-Cartesian. affirmation of philosophy

that rules theology out of courts so there is a post-Kan—

tian affirmatton of science that tosses overboard even Kant's

modest claims for philosophy, and there is a still later

totalitarian violence that with equal impartiality brushes
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aside theolcor &Al philosophy and science. But at that

empty conclui to tha sequence of ever less comprehen—

sive syntheses, plan still exists and man still is called

upon to decide, Archaists urge him to imagine that he lives

in an age ofliberalism, or rationalism, or faith. Futur-

ists paint for him a utopia that cannot disguise its own

mythical featilTes..But the plain fact is that the world

lies in pieces before him an pleads to be put together

again, to be pmt together not as it stood before on the

careless folmiation of assumptions that happened to be

unquestioned but on th,a .strong ground of the possibility

of questioning ard with full awareness of the range of

possible answerso

Such, I would submits is the significance for

our timc) of ma...tftoll in metaphysics. For if I am concerned

to meet Kantls dealands upon any future metaphysics, if I

am impressed by Eamels argument that the central science

is the empirical science of mmas if I respond to Descartes'

aspiration for bold yet methodical initiatives these themes

from a past that is over are but overtones in the protdea

that Mt&A is'our existential sttuation. If its confusion

is to be replaced by intelligible order and its violence

by reasonab10. affirmation, then the nucleus from which

this process caa begin must include an acknowledgement

of detached inquiry and disinterested reflection, a

rigorous unroldirg of the implications of that acknow—

ledgement, an acceptance not only of the metaphysics

that constitutes that unfolding but also of the method

that guides it between the Charybdis of asserting too
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little a nd the Scylla of asserting too much,
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